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If a student is creative and wants to work on computers for whole life then this field is suitable for
them. People can find jobs in any creative field like advertising companies, print or electronic media,
IT companies, etc. for enhancing their caliber in a graphic designing job sector.  Basically a designer
has to understand the clientâ€™s requirement and accordingly should make design formats for them.

If a student who has pursue 10+2 with computer as one of the main subjects can join any computer
course at the graduation level. There are plenty of courses in computer field such as graphic
designing, multimedia designing, web developing etc.Before joining any course as for career the
student needs to search fully about the availability of each course in the universities, the
coursestructure, the fees pattern etc. You can search for each college at the internet first then visit
there personally for knowing about the entrance test, if needed or purchase the prospectus for
getting details about the particular university.

Bachelor of computer graphic design (BCGD) is the course in graphic design courses at graduation
level in India. In the first year, thestudents who want to pursue the same course should have an eye
for the international design market along with online and offline ideas regarding the media
expectations can work well in the same field. They will learn the essential techniques in order to
expand their visual and verbal skills.

In the second year, the institute will offer motion graphics and the chance to explore the relationship
between visual communication and screen-based technologies. In final year, you will gain complete
knowledge about visual communication. After completion of the whole course there are plenty of
options forprofessional internship as well as complex projects in many media. We can conclude a
range of recognized collages in India who are conducting bachelor level course in graphic designing
are as follows:-

-	Pearl Academy of Fashion (PAF), Chennai

-	Saraswathi Institute of Animation, Chennai

-	Frameboxx Animation & Visual Effects, PreetVihar, Delhi

-	Maya Academy of Advanced Cinematic, South Ex 1, Delhi

-	Arena Animation, Jodhpur Park, Dhakuria, Kolkata

-	Raffles Design International (RDI), Mumbai

-	Zee Institute of Creative Art - Miraroad Center, Mira Road

Graphic designing courses basically consistsa combination of typography, visual arts and page
layout techniques to produce the final result or outcome for any idea. Graphic design often refers to
designingto create a design.Common uses of graphic design comprise identity (logos and
branding), publications (magazines, newspapers, and books), advertisements and product
packaging. For example, a product package might include a logo or other creation, organized text
and pure design features such as shapes and color which unify the piece. Alignment is one of the
most important features of graphic design, especially when using pre-existing materials or varied
elements.
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At the beginning level if a company is sound in its financial position then they may offer 15000-
18000 - at its initial levels. But if an employee has gained good working experience in the same field
then they will get a handsome turnover of a salary at the end of the month.
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